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UAVOS DRONE TECHNOLOGIES FOR EASTERN EUROPE 
 
UAVOS Inc., American developer of unmanned aerial systems and robotics, launches 
several projects for the industrial use of drones in Eastern Europe. This is a long-term 
initiative by UAVOS to replace traditional methods of inspection in the oil, gas and energy 
sectors with robotic technologies. 
 
The main goal of the project is to increase the safety of inspection activities by introducing 
unmanned technologies, as well as to reduce the budget that is usually spent by oil, gas and 
energy companies for monitoring the use of ground vehicles, manpower, and manned equipment. 
“According to our clients, monitoring with the use of UAVs allows them to save about 50% of 
the budget. This is made possible due to a significant reduction in operating costs, and reducing 
downtime,” says Vadim Tarasov, UAVOS investor and Board member. 
 
These projects will involve unmanned aerial systems developed by UAVOS. First projects to 
monitor power transmission lines and equipment for oil and gas companies were launched in 
Bulgaria, Romania, Lithuania, and Kazakhstan. 
 
Vadim Tarasov: “According to our estimates, the European market of unmanned technologies 
is relatively free and open to helicopter-type UAVs with a payload of up to 11 lbs (5 kg), and 
capable of carrying professional cartographic and research equipment 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJr_MiO_5co). We are entering the countries of Eastern 
Europe with complete solutions specifically targeting this niche and are now starting operations 
in other commercial areas, such as insurance, agriculture, oil and gas, utilities, and security.”  
 
UAVOS Inc., headquartered in Mountain View, CA, has recently raised a round of financing 
from a group of private investors, in order to further enhance its R&D efforts, reduce the go-to-
market time for new solutions and also focus on promotion and commercialization. UAVOS 
works directly with a number of large customers in different segments. Among UAVOS 
advanced ready-for-commercialization technologies is unique Apus High Altitude Pseudo-
Satellite control system for high-altitude unmanned solar-powered aerial vehicles, 
multiplatform autopilot solution for converting manned vehicles of all types into 
unmanned, and unmanned aerial vehicles aimed to counteract systems of electronic 
warfare. 
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